
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an enrollment coordinator. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for enrollment coordinator

Ensure efficiency of vendor workflows through collaboration with training and
account management leadership to ensure CRMs and RVPs understand
vendor processes and protocols
Ensure accurate and timely processing of company and vendor file feeds
Manages initial and change registration transactions for non-matriculated and
part-time students for all academic terms (including summer) in the student
information system
Supervises transcript preparation
Provides major support for all OUR activities including registration, drop/add,
grading, degree audit and graduation activities
Supports the enrollment and verification and certification function of the
office and researches problems and recommends solutions
Provides back-up support to the Department Administrator as needed
Submit applications to the Enrollment Specialists for quality review prior to
sending to the practitioners for completion
Collect enrollment data from enrollment vendor and benefits vendors
Reconcile data by using Excel to ensure that enrollment is accurate and that
benefits are in place

Qualifications for enrollment coordinator

Associate’s degree in a business-related field or equivalent work experience

Example of Enrollment Coordinator Job Description
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Knowledge of the employee benefits market, including development of
benefit package, fully insured vs
Knowledge of the broker/agent market, including voluntary benefits, the
Affordable Care Act (ACA), MEC, MVP and 60% AV plans, and the division of
labor between the MGA, broker, agent, employer and carrier, with regard to
sale, issue and management of group policies sold in the workplace
Knowledge of the employee experience in regard to enrollment in and use of
voluntary, supplemental and primary medical insurances purchased through
the employer
Ability to manage multiple tasks and projects in various phases of completion
on order to meet established deadlines


